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Abstract: This paper reports an experiment evaluating the effect of gift giving on building trust. We have nested our explorations in the standard version of the investment game. Our gift treatment includes a dictator stage in which the trustee decides whether to give a gift to the trustor before both of them proceed to play the investment game. We observe that in such case the majority of trustees offer their endowment to trustors. Consequently, receiving a gift significantly increases the amounts sent by trustors when controlling for the differences in payoffs created by it. Trustees are, however, not better off by giving a gift as the increase in the amount sent by trustors is not large enough to offset the trustees’ loss associated with the cost of giving a gift.
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1. Introduction

The majority, if not all, economic interactions rely on trust [1] and thus, engaging in trusting behavior provides a socially desirable outcome since it (often) improves economic efficiency [2–4] and well being [5–10]. However, there exist individuals without a preference for fair outcomes who betray
this trust by appropriating the majority or the entire created surplus. If the proportion of such people in the population is high, trusting everyone might not be optimal. Given this, mechanisms to foster trust and trustworthiness may play a crucial role in establishing relationships and allowing transactions to occur. Negotiations literature suggests that one way to create trust is to make concessions (e.g., [11]) or gestures before the transaction takes place. This advice is also commonly presented in the popular press [12].

Previous experimental literature sheds some light on the reasons why concessions might be so crucial. In a nice experiment [13] find that cooperation is best achieved when the parties first cooperate in a small-stakes, low-temptation environment and then slowly evolve through a series of successful interactions into a large-stakes partnership. Based on [13] insight, concessions could be viewed as giving a gift prior to the transaction and thus creating goodwill or a reputation for being kind that influences the behavior of the other party [14–19].

A similar argument has been previously made in [20,21] with respect to generosity. Both anecdotal and scientific evidence shows that people care about the well-being of others and often are willing to sacrifice a significant amount of resources to promote fair outcomes, reward kind actions with kindness and punish deliberately hostile actions [22–31]. Therefore, it is likely that a trustee’s gift might influence trustor’s perception of the trustee and subsequently increase his trust. To explore this issue further we evaluate the effect of gift giving on trust in a stylized setting of the investment game [32]. We build on our previous research presented in [33] that compares the ability of monetary and non-monetary mechanisms to enhance trusting behavior. This earlier study provides evidence that a gift does have the potential to increase trust. While certain aspects of gift giving have previously been explored in the context of dictator and gift-exchange games (see [26,28,34] for excellent surveys), the novelty of our setup is that here the gift precedes the actual transaction and acts as a catalyst.

The importance of gift exchange has been addressed in various areas of economics, such as labor relations (e.g., [35,36]), customer relations [24], bargaining [37], and price setting [38]. [34,39] provide a thorough account of the laboratory experiments on gift-exchange in labor markets. The relatively robust laboratory results that the higher the gift the stronger the reciprocal response have also been tested in the field [40–42]. While [43] and [44] provide additional evidence for the importance of gift exchange respectively in a charitable donation setting and a tree-planting firm, [45] find that positive reciprocity effects detected in lab experiments can wear off quickly in a door-to-door fundraising task or in library data entry. On the other hand, also in a library data entry task, [46] observe a strong effect of giving a physical gift (a thermos) to worker subjects on their productivity, but no effect of an equivalent value cash gift.

In our experiment a gift is a binary decision of a trustee who can send either nothing or all of his $10 endowment to the trustor in a dictator game stage prior to playing the investment game. If a gift is given, then in the case of zero return on investment, the trustor is at least as well off as if no transaction ever took place. Notice also that if a gift is given, the trustor’s intermediate endowment increases by the amount of the gift. Since a prior gain has been shown to increase risk seeking [47], it is possible that subjects will respond to this change in their endowment as well, especially if they consider the return on investment as uncertain due to the unknown reaction of the other player. Therefore, if one observes more investment following a gift than in the baseline investment game, it could be because the trustor has more money (endowment effect) or because this behavior was directly triggered by the
gift (gift effect). In this companion paper we make use of the Baseline and Gift treatment data that were previously presented in [33] and add a third treatment, called Endowment Control, which allows us to experimentally identify these two effects. We conclude that the increase in investment observed in [33] is caused by the gift effect and not the endowment effect.

A gift in our experiment is very stylized. However, historically gifts were also used to signal intent between two parties attempting to form a transaction [48,49] and thus served as building stones of relationships by strengthening trust [50–56]. This leads to an important question: What is trust? A somewhat general but intuitive definition can be found in [57] who states that trust is the expectation of the trustor that the decision process of the trustee will be guided by certain rules or norms in order to reach fair outcomes (see also [58] for a discussion of repeated interaction and partner selection). From this perspective, a gift increases the trustor’s belief that the trustee will play by some rules or norms to allow for mutual, fair gains from the interaction. However, in order to operationalize gifts and observe their impact on trust, throughout this paper we adopt the view presented in [59] according to which:

[A trusting action is] an action that generates a monetary gain which could be shared with another agent and exposes the trustor to the risk of a loss of utility if the other agent defects and appropriates too much or all of the monetary gain.

A similar definition can also be found in [60]. [61–63] define trust in a similar spirit explaining that an individual is trusting if he is willing to be vulnerable based on an expectation of cooperation. As pointed out in a meta-analysis of experimental trust games by [64]:

[The social capital literature is concerned more broadly with aggregate societal resources linked to networks of relations [65]. These networks are generally associated with members’ willingness to engage in activities that are not strictly self-interested, though the exact nature of this other-regarding behavior is left somewhat vague.

Although the gift mechanism, as implemented in our experiment, does not make the interaction between a trustor and a trustee repeated per se, it adds an extra stage to the game. This aspect relates our experiment to the recent experimental findings that relationships evolve gradually and cooperation grows with each previous success. The aforementioned [13] consider twice repeated prisoner’s dilemma game in which they varied the distribution of payoffs between the two rounds. They find that total benefits from cooperation are highest when the payoffs are lower in the first than in the second round. A similar idea has also been studied by [66]. Their subjects play 10 rounds of the investment game with a fixed partner. The authors find that the rates of cooperation are higher in the repeated interaction condition than in the baseline one-shot condition [67].

Our study differs in the following respect. While the previous papers focus on repeated interactions and explore what kind of repeated interaction can lead to a trusting relationship, we are interested in a much different (and simpler) situation in which the trustee can make a gesture by sending a gift prior to a one-shot game. Notice that it is very difficult to make a similar gesture in the repeated interaction framework considered by [66] because the action of the trustee always follows that of the trustor. It is therefore hard to disentangle whether the amount returned by the trustee indicates intentions for the future or whether it is a response to the amount sent by the trustor. In other words, is it a “promise” to cooperate tomorrow and/or is it a “thank you” for being nice to me today. Our design disallows the
latter and enables us to focus on the effect of the former due to the nature of one-shot interaction. In addition, the relative simplicity of our design allows us to pin down the motivation behind the trustor’s behavior.

In another related experiment [68] examines satisfaction guaranteed, a potentially costly mechanism, that explicitly promises to refund the price to the buyer. In reality, not honoring satisfaction guarantee can have legal consequences for sellers, but suing over a small transaction can be too costly, and thus this trust building contract device can be seen as nonbinding for some sellers. In his experimental design, [68] combines the investment game with the ultimatum game [20], thus giving the trustor an option to annul the transaction if he is not satisfied with the outcome. If satisfaction guaranteed is voluntary and non-binding, the trust of buyers is greatly reduced compared to when it is binding. The decrease in trust is well justified as only 17% of sellers chose to honor the guarantees. The main difference between our study and [68] (other than a gift and satisfaction guaranteed not being strategically equivalent) is the fact that a gift is given before the transaction takes place, and hence there is no way to reverse the gift if the trustee defects whereas in satisfaction guaranteed sellers can renge if a refund is requested.

Transactions can often be supported using commitment devices [69,70]. [71] study a simple precommitment mechanism in the context of an investment game. Similarly to our experiment, they also add a pre-game stage during which the trustee has an opportunity to place some amount of money into an escrow account. The entire sum from the escrow account is returned to him if the trustor does not invest any money or if the trustor invests and the trustee splits the surplus. However, if the trustor invests and trustee appropriates the surplus, the entire escrow amount gets forfeited, but the trustor does not receive anything. [71] find that the efficiency of the mechanism depends on the amount that is deposited into an escrow account, but not so much on whether it is chosen voluntarily or imposed by the experimenter.

The common feature of satisfaction guaranteed and escrow account is that they both reduce the need for trust by enforcing a certain degree of cooperation. Thus, the punishment mechanism drives the behavior of trustors and trustees as the investment can be recouped and escrow forfeited. However, enforceable satisfaction guaranteed and escrow accounts are not always available to the transacting parties. Therefore, it is important to understand how much we can accomplish by widely available monetary mechanisms that do not rely on enforceability. Finally, this lack of enforceability connects our study to the previous research on costless mechanisms fostering trust and cooperation, such as communication (e.g., [72–77]) or the ability to observe past behavior [19,78].

2. The Experiment

2.1. Experimental Design

Our experiment consists of three treatments (Baseline, Gift, and Endowment Control) implemented in an across subjects design. Baseline is the standard investment game by [32]. There are two players, A and B, each endowed with $10 at the beginning of the game. The first mover, player A, decides on ‘an investment’—a whole dollar amount $s \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, 10\}$ to be sent to his counterpart player B.
The amount sent is tripled by the experimenter. The second mover, player B, then decides how much of the tripled amount, \( r \in \{0, \ldots, 3s\} \) to return to player A [79–90].

*Gift* involves the investment game as described in Baseline preceded by a dictator game stage during which player B has a binary decision of whether to transfer his entire $10 endowment to player A or not. In the investment game that follows, player A is still constrained to sending a maximum of $10 even if player B decided to transfer his endowment to player A.

*Endowment Control* treatment is analogous to Baseline and differs only in the endowment given to both players: Player A starts the game with $20 and player B with $0. This treatment is necessary to identify the endowment effect in subjects’ behavior. In particular, giving a gift changes the players’ payoffs from ($10, $10) to ($20, $0). It is therefore possible, that any changes in amounts sent by player As and returned by player Bs between Gift and Baseline treatments are due to changes in endowments rather than due to the pure effect of giving a gift [91,92].

2.2. Behavior

Our experiment was not designed to separate between behavioral theories. Instead, it focuses on studying the gift mechanism itself. However, it is certainly worthwhile to discuss the role of gift-giving in inducing trust in the context of some of the established behavioral models. Our discussion does not provide a comprehensive overview as we focus on a few select theories that we find most relevant. For the ease of exposition we keep the discussion informal.

The distributional models of inequity aversion, [80,81] predict a positive relationship between gift and trust in our design. By giving a gift to player A, player B ensures that the distribution of payoffs is (strongly) unequal, *i.e.*, ($20, $0) instead of ($10, $10). Player B can therefore nudge an inequity-averse player A towards sending a positive amount to reduce this inequality of payoffs.

The gift may also signal intentions. Amongst intention-based theories two have received substantial attention in the literature: guilt aversion [88,89] and sequential reciprocity [84,85]. The theory of guilt aversion allows for (psychological) forward induction, which is particularly appealing in our context. In the framework of [89] a gift could be viewed as a costly signal of player B’s expectations [93]. In particular, according to psychological forward induction, a gift can signal, rather than reveal, a higher expectation of an investment after it was given. Whether this happens or not depends on the structure of the belief system between players. It could be that following a gift, a moderate initial belief is updated upward. If player As have a tendency to meet such expectations (e.g., they are motivated by guilt-aversion as in [88]), then a gift would have effectively increased player A’s trust towards player B.

The theory of sequential reciprocity can lead to various conclusions. It is well known that even in a simple gift-exchange type of environment it does not give clear-cut predictions. Depending on the belief structure, player A’s investment can be viewed as kind and will be reciprocated by player B; or it can be viewed as opportunistic in the sense that player A is trying to induce player B to reciprocate. Due to this property one might obtain either positive or negative reciprocity equilibrium. An inclusion of a pre-game stage where player B has an opportunity to transfer his endowment to player A does not remove the ambiguity of intentions. In fact, it is rather unlikely that a gift would reinforce trust in the reciprocity equilibrium (e.g., see the argument in [72]).
Finally, there are also some alternative Bayesian approaches such as the theory of conformism [94] and the theory of audience-effect [95,96]. Both these theories are based on a signaling argument. In our case, for the gift to enhance trust, it would have to signal that player B has preferences for fairness. Since the gift is costly for player B and increases player A’s balance, it could serve as a signal of pro-social disposition. In the theory of conformism, giving a gift could imply that player B believes that the fraction of fair-minded types in the population is high and thus a gift can convert conformist-types to the like. In the audience-effect theory, giving a gift exposes player B to a threat of losing money if player A happens to be self-regarding. Thus, by giving a gift, player B is asking for a fair division and deriving an extra utility from his action being publicly observable.

In summary, most of the reviewed behavioral theories imply a positive relationship between gift and trust. However, the prediction is not unanimous. The theory of sequential reciprocity may generate negative reciprocity equilibria. Similarly, Bayesian approaches, depending on parameterization, may result in pooling equilibria that would neutralize the relationship between gift and trust. In light of this, we do expect a positive impact of a gift on trust but at the same time keep a conservative approach to hypothesis testing by using two-tailed tests.

2.3. Procedures

The experiment consisted of 10 sessions conducted at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand with a total of 206 undergraduate students participating in the study. The subjects who participated in the experiment were selected randomly from a database using Exlab software. At the time of the experiment there were over 1000 undergraduate students in the database. Most of the experiment participants had previously been in economics experiments, but not in an investment-game-like scenario. Each subject only participated in a single session of the study. On average, a session lasted 50 minutes including initial instructional period and payment of subjects. Subjects earned on average 15.66 New Zealand Dollars (NZD) [97]. All sessions were hand run under a single-blind social distance protocol and the minimum number of participating subjects in a session was 12.

The subjects in each session were randomly assigned to be either player A or player B and randomly matched into pairs. The procedures for this allocation were as follows. The room used for the experiment was segmented in half such that the group of desks corresponding to a given type was located on the same half of the room. The desks for each type were arranged in rows facing opposite walls such that subjects of opposing types could not see each other while making decisions during the experiment. At the beginning of each session, subjects were free to choose any desk upon entering the room. The allocation of types to the two different groups of subjects was done by publicly flipping a coin. The experimenter then randomly assigned a member from each group to create individual and anonymous player A and B pairings.

All instructions were projected on an overhead screen and read aloud. Subjects were encouraged to privately ask any questions they may have throughout the experiment. In the Gift treatment, the investment game and general procedures were explained first. Only then did the experimenters announce that before the described game is played, player B has an opportunity to send their endowment to their counterpart player A. Upon completion of the instructional phase for this dictator
game stage, players B made their decisions of whether to transfer their endowment or not to their counterpart on provided decision sheets, which were afterwards collected by the experimenters. The decision of player Bs’ was written by the experimenter on their counterpart player As’ investment game decision sheet in the following form:

Player B has transferred $____ to you before the start of the game. This amount is yours to keep and will be added to your earnings.

Given this information, player As were asked to answer a question of why they believed that their counterpart player B transferred or did not transfer their endowment to them [98]. It was made clear to subjects that their answer to this question would be private information and not shared with their counterparts. This completed the dictator game phase of the Gift treatment.

The following investment game procedures were the same for all three treatments. Player As wrote on their private decision sheet of how much money they wanted to transfer to their counterpart player B. Player As’ decision sheets were collected, the amount transferred was tripled by the experimenter and written on their counterpart player B’s decision sheet, and then all decision sheets were returned to the subjects. Now knowing how much their counterpart transferred to them, player Bs decided how much of that tripled amount they wanted to transfer back to their counterpart player A and how much to keep for themselves. The experimenters then collected all decision sheets, copied player Bs’ decisions on their counterpart player As’ decision sheets, and returned the sheets to all players to reveal their earnings. Lastly, subjects were privately paid their experimental earnings.

3. Results

3.1. Behavior of Player As

Player As are obviously better off in monetary terms when they receive a gift [99]. As reported in [33], player As send more on average in Gift than in the Baseline. However, is the increase in amount sent under Gift due to the gift effect or due to the endowment effect?

The summary statistics from all three treatments, including the number of independent observations, is summarized in the first three columns of Table 1 [100]. Player As sent the lowest average amount of 4.73 in Endowment Control, slightly higher of 5.50 in Baseline, while in Gift the average amount was 6.50 (7.31 if the gift was actually given and 3.75 if not). This difference is even more pronounced when looking at medians. While in Baseline and Endowment Control the median amount sent was equal to 5, it was 9.50 in Gift (10 if the gift was given and 2 if not).

The Wilcoxon rank-sum (WRS) and a more conservative robust rank-order (RRO) two-sided tests presented in Table 2 break up the behavior of player As into an endowment effect and a gift effect. It might be somewhat surprising that player As sent on average less money when they were endowed with $20 than when they were endowed with only $10. This behavior does not support the conjecture presented in the previous literature that subjects are more likely to “gamble” with (more) house money, but rather suggests that player As realize that given the asymmetry in endowments it is rather unlikely that they will benefit financially from sending money to player Bs. The (negative) endowment effect, however, is not statistically significant.
Similarly, no statistically significant difference is detected for the amount sent in Gift versus Endowment Control or for the amount sent in Gift versus Baseline at the treatment level. So just having a chance to receive a gift or having a larger endowment does not change player A’s behavior. Hence we observe no significant changes in efficiency solely based on treatment participation.

Our main question is concerned with what happens if the gift is actually given. The twenty-six out of thirty-four player As who received a gift from player Bs sent on average 7.31 (with the median of 10), whereas the remaining eight who did not receive a gift sent on average only 3.75 (with the median of 2). To separate out the gift effect, the appropriate point of reference is the Endowment Control treatment data. When we control for the endowment differences, receiving a gift is responsible for an increase in the amount sent by player A as reported by WRS and RRO tests \((p = 0.043 \text{ and } 0.055, \text{ respectively})\) presented in row 4 of Table 2.

### Table 1. Summary statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANEL A</th>
<th>Mean Amount Sent</th>
<th>Median Amount Sent</th>
<th>Frequency of Sending $10</th>
<th>Mean Amount Returned</th>
<th>Median Amount Returned</th>
<th>Mean Amount Returned if s &gt; 0</th>
<th>Median Amount Returned if s &gt; 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>[4.17]</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift: If Gift Given</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>[3.82]</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift: If Gift Not Given</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>[4.33]</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Control</td>
<td>[4.49]</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANEL B</th>
<th>Average Earnings Player As</th>
<th>Average Earnings Player Bs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>$9.33</td>
<td>$21.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift</td>
<td>$14.56</td>
<td>$18.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift: If Gift Given</td>
<td>$16.27</td>
<td>$18.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift: If Gift Not Given</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Control</td>
<td>$17.65</td>
<td>$11.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard deviations in brackets. Number of subjects in braces.
Table 2. Tests for Gift and Endowment Effects on the Amount Sent and Epps-Singleton Test of Distributions of Amount Returned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Effects Tested</th>
<th>Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test for Amount Sent</th>
<th>Robust Rank-Order Test for Amount Sent</th>
<th>Epps-Singleton Test for Amount Returned *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gift vs. Baseline</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.99 (0.323)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.353)</td>
<td>7.60 (0.107)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift vs. Endowment Control</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.53 (0.127)</td>
<td>1.42 (0.156)</td>
<td>3.18 (0.528)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift Given vs. Baseline</td>
<td>gift effect</td>
<td>1.71 (0.087)</td>
<td>1.39 (0.102)</td>
<td>11.70 (0.020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift Given vs. Endowment</td>
<td>effect</td>
<td>2.03 (0.043)</td>
<td>1.92 (0.055)</td>
<td>2.79 (0.594)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline vs. Endowment</td>
<td>effect</td>
<td>0.72 (0.519)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.549)</td>
<td>4.68 (0.321)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first category is always the one with the higher amount sent. p-values in parentheses. All tests are two-tailed. * Tests exclude observations where player A sent 0 to player B.

A combination of the gift effect and the endowment effect (i.e., the comparison of the data when a gift was given with Baseline) is also statistically significant at the 10% level as reported in row 3 of the same table ($p = 0.087$ and 0.102). Thus, we conclude that receiving a gift caused player As to send higher amounts in our experiment, thereby providing higher efficiency levels. The auxiliary analysis of non-salient responses, presented in [33], sheds some additional light on what is driving player As’ behavior. In particular, the player As’ interpretations of gifts have been coded into the following six categories: minimizing risk, indicating good will, inducing guilt, implying reciprocity, implying both players being better off and other. Content analysis revealed that most gifts were interpreted as an attempt to establish a reciprocal relationship between the players and that this interpretation had a significant impact on player As’ behavior.

3.2. Behavior of Player Bs

In this subsection we analyze whether (i) player Bs are made better off in monetary terms by giving a gift and (ii) how does giving a gift affect the amounts player Bs return back to player As.

Giving a gift is costly to player B as he might be forgoing $10 if player A decides not to send anything. In order to determine whether player Bs are made better off in monetary terms by giving a gift, we compare the payoffs of player Bs who give a gift with those who do not (within treatment comparison) and also with those who participate in Baseline (across treatment comparison). Twenty-six players Bs who gave a gift earned on average $18.35 while those eight who did not made on average $18.50. This difference is not statistically significant according to WRS test ($p = 0.525$). On the other hand, thirty-three player Bs who participated in Baseline and thus did not have an option to give a gift made on average $21.76. Albeit higher, this amount is not statistically significantly different from payoffs of player Bs who gave a gift according to WRS test ($p = 0.639$). Nevertheless,
when comparing means, the increase in the amounts sent by player A was too low to offset the reduction in player B’s payoffs due to giving a gift [101].

Next we discuss the effect of gift giving on the amount returned by player B’s. Table 2 presents a summary of player B’s behavior in our experiment. Note that in the investment game the strategy space available to a player B’s depends on the decision of player A. In particular, if player A sends 0, player B has no other option than to return 0. Therefore, to make a better assessment of player B’s behavior we exclude such subject pairs from our analysis. This partly corrects for correlation of choices caused by the experimental design. We then compare the distributions of amount returned by player B’s using Epps-Singleton test (last column in Table 2).

We find that the highest average amount returned is in Baseline (6.44), followed by Gift (4.26) and Endowment Control (4.13). If a gift was given, the average amount returned is 4.23. The Epps-Singleton tests reveal that the differences between the amount returned in Baseline and Endowment Control as well as Endowment Control and Gift when a gift was given are statistically insignificant. However, the amount returned in Baseline is significantly higher than after a gift was given (p = 0.020), suggesting a presence of an entitlement effect [102] after player B’s paid to influence the outcome of the transaction.

4. Discussion

This paper reports an experiment that studies the effectiveness of gift giving in promoting trust (i.e., increasing amount sent and thus efficiency). We have nested our findings in the standard version of the investment game to clearly observe the directional changes. We observe that when controlling for the endowment differences, receiving a gift significantly increases the amount sent by player A in the investment game. However, player B’s are not better off monetarily by giving a gift as the increase in the amount sent is not large enough to offset the loss to player B’s. The data also show that player B’s decrease the amount returned after they have given a gift. Our design adds a step to making the investment game more realistic for a set of important applications and adds an additional facet of potential reciprocal behavior. Moreover, it provides another twist in the discussion of opportunistic and other-regarding behavior in fairness games.

Our findings suggest that giving a gift increases trust. However, an interesting follow up question arises: How does the size of the gift implemented in the experiment interact with the decisions of both players? Our primary goal in the current paper was not to provide an exact recommendation on how to use gifts in order to induce an optimal amount of trust, but rather to illustrate that a gift could be an important step in building a trusting relationship. On the other hand, our data also point out that the player B’s are not being sufficiently compensated to cover the size of the gift. This could be an artifact of our design, e.g., the gift choice being binary and relatively expensive. Previous experimental evidence on bargaining and dictator games [26] suggests that people usually do not give more than the equal split. For our design this implies that, if a gift was given and player A sends the maximum amount of $10, the most he might expect to get in return is $10, since this outcome equalizes monetary payoffs at $20 for each player. However, player A already has $20 and thus sending any positive amount means that he is risking receiving a payoff of less than $20. Under a different parameterization where the potential gains are significantly larger than the gift itself, player A might be more likely to
send more which in turn could make player Bs who gave a gift better off [103]. From this perspective one advantage of the current setup is that it provides a conservative test of the gift giving effect. One can expect that it will be amplified under different constellation of parameters or possibly by adding context in which the interaction takes place. As argued above, we have shown that receiving a gift increases the amount sent by player As. There could be numerous possible explanations for this behavior. One of them, reciprocity [84–87], is notably consistent with our data. In particular, when player As receive a gift, they seem to regard it as a kind action and respond positively. On the other hand, when giving a gift is an option and player Bs do not give, the few instances suggest that player As respond negatively by sending a smaller amount. Although it was not the purpose of our experiment to properly test this particular explanation, we believe that it might be interesting to pursue this question in future research.

Finally, recall that in our experiment it was publicly announced that giving a gift was an option and because of that not giving a gift could have had some consequences as well. Therefore, we think that an interesting extension of our design would be to give player Bs an option to send a gift without letting player As know about it. Although there are no surprises in equilibrium, there exists ample evidence that subjects in experiments do not follow Nash equilibrium predictions in games with salient fairness considerations. Therefore, it is possible that receiving a gift in such situation might have different behavioral implications. As before, we leave this line of research for future explorations.
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An alternative design would be to include a “mandatory gift” treatment where both players begin with $10, but the experimenter imposes a “gift” of $10 on the trustee. While this alternative addresses the possibility of player A’s internalizing the $20 endowments, it is also likely to introduce experimenter demand effects and possibly even create confusion among subjects. One of the referees pointed out another control that also removes the intentions in the initial gift decision. In particular, one could implement a random device that determines whether player B’s endowment is transferred to player A.

We implemented the dictator game stage decision of player B to be binary for two reasons: (i) it makes mimicking of trustworthy types simple and (ii) it makes it easy to design a treatment controlling for the amount of money possessed by the two players when making their respective decisions.

Recall that gift is a monetary transfer by which player B can put himself at a loss, but does not preclude him from appropriating a large share of the surplus created by player A’s investment.
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Appendix I. Individual Subjects’ Behavior Figures.

**Figure 1.** Subjects’ Behavior in Baseline.

**Figure 2.** Subjects’ Behavior in Gift.

**Figure 3.** Subjects’ Behavior in Endowment Control.
APPENDIX II. Subject Instructions and Decision Forms

You are a Player ____

ID#:____

General Instructions

This is an experiment studying decision-making. The instructions are simple and if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you might earn a considerable amount of money which will be paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. It is therefore very important that you read these instructions with care.

No Talking Allowed

It is prohibited to communicate with other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask us. If you violate this rule, we shall have to exclude you from the experiment and from all payments.

Anonymity

Each person will be randomly matched with another person in the experiment. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is matched with. You will be matched with the same person for the entire experiment.

Types

Each two person group will consist of two types of participants (Player A and Player B) that are assigned randomly. Your assigned type will be listed at the top of each task instruction sheet.

The Game

You are randomly paired with another individual. One member of your pair will be a player A and the other one will be player B. Find your type in the upper left corner of this sheet. You will never be able to find out the identity of the player you are paired with.

Each player’s final dollar payout will be determined according to the process below. The game is divided into stages in which players take turns making decisions. Both player A and player B begin the game with $10. We will refer to this initial $10 as each player’s endowment.

Stage 1:

At the beginning to stage 1, player A has the opportunity to transfer all, any portion, or none of his/her $10 endowment to player B. The amount that is not transferred is player A’s to keep. The amount that player A transfers triples when it reaches player B. For example, if A transfers $10 to B, B receives $30. If A transfers $5 to B, B receives $15. If A transfers $0 to B, B receives $0.

Stage 2:

Player B then has the opportunity to transfer all, any portion, or none of the tripled amount that was transferred to him/her from player A. The amount that is not transferred is player B’s to keep, and the amount transferred is added to player A’s final dollar payout.
You are a Player B

Pre-Game Decision Sheet

Player A is endowed with $10. Player B is endowed with $10.

The Game to be played NEXT:

(1) Player A must decide how much, if any, of his/her $10 endowment he/she wants to transfer to player B.

(2) Each dollar that is not transferred is player A’s to keep.

(3) Each dollar that is transferred to Player B is multiplied by 3 by the experimenter.

(4) Player B must then decide how much, if any, of this tripled amount they want to transfer back to player A and the remaining portion is theirs to keep.

Before we play this game, Player B has the opportunity to transfer his/her $10 endowment to player A.

If player B transfers the $10, then it is added to player A’s earnings.
If player B does not transfer the $10, then it is added to player B’s earnings.

Note: If the $10 endowment is transferred by player B,

(1) it DOES NOT increase the amount that player A has available to transfer in Stage 1.

(2) the $10 transferred IS NOT tripled.

(3) Player A is guaranteed to be at least as well off as the initial starting position ($10 endowment) regardless of both players’ transfer decisions during the game.

Please complete the statements below by circling one of the amounts:

I have decided to transfer the following to player A: $0 or $10

Why did you transfer or not transfer your $10 endowment to player A?
You are a Player A

ID#: ____

The Game: Stage 1 Decision Sheet

Player B has transferred $____ to you before the start of the game.
This amount is yours to keep and will be added to your earnings.

Why do you believe Player B transferred or did not transfer their $10 endowment to you in the pre-game?

__________________________________________________________________________________

The Game decision:

You must decide how much, if any, of your $10 endowment you want to transfer to player B.

Each dollar that is not transferred is yours to keep.
Each dollar that is transferred to Player B is multiplied by 3 by the experimenter.

Please complete the statements below. Your decisions must be non-negative integers, e.g., 0, 1, 2, …, 10.

I have decided to transfer $______ to player B.

Therefore, I have decided to keep $______ for myself.
You are a Player B

ID#:____

The Game: Stage 2 Decision Sheet

Player A has transferred $____ to you in Stage 1.
The experimenter has tripled this amount, and you have received $______.

Why do you believe Player A transferred $____ to you in stage 1?

__________________________________________________________________________________

You must decide how much, if any, of the $______ you want to transfer to player A.

Each dollar that is not transferred is yours to keep.
Each dollar that is transferred is added to player A’s earnings.

Please complete the statements below. Your decisions must be non-negative integers.

I have decided to transfer $______ to player A.

Therefore, I have decided to keep $_______ for myself.
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